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Abstract Previous studies of the second aerosol indirect (lifetime) effect on cloud cover have estimated
the strength of the effect without correcting for near-cloud contamination and other confounding factors.
Here we combine satellite-based observations with a multiyear ground-based data set across five rural
locations in the United States to more accurately constrain the second indirect aerosol effect and quantify
aerosol effects on radiative forcing. Results show that near-cloud contamination accounts for approximately
40% of the satellite-derived aerosol-cloud relationship. When contamination is removed and the effect of
meteorological covariation is minimized, a strong physical aerosol effect on cloud cover remains. Averaged
over all stations and after correcting for contamination, the daytime solar and total (solar + IR) radiative
forcing is �52W/m2 and �19W/m2, respectively, due to both direct and indirect aerosol effects for aerosol
optical depths (τ) between 0 and 0.3. Averaged diurnally, the average total radiative forcing is +16W/m2.

1. Introduction

The effect of aerosols on cloud cover (i.e., cloud lifetime effect) remains one of the largest uncertainties in the
climate system [Stocker et al., 2013]. With the advent of satellite remote sensing, our ability to detect micro-
physical and dynamical aerosol effects on the macroscopic properties of clouds has greatly improved
[Kaufman et al., 2005a; Koren et al., 2005; Yuan et al., 2011]. In particular, several satellite-based studies have
documented the effect of aerosols on the thickness and horizontal extent of ship tracks [Ackerman et al., 1995;
Christensen and Stephens, 2011]. Aerosol effects on clouds have been studied using models of varying length
and time scales [Fan et al., 2013; Myhre et al., 2007; Quaas et al., 2010], yet many global models still do not
accurately reproduce observed relationships [Quaas et al., 2009]. Due to the complex interaction between
microphysical and dynamical effects and the fact that neither satellite observations nor global models can
directly observe nor resolve themicrophysical processes that contribute to the aerosol optical depth (τ)-cloud
fraction (fc) relationship, the cloud lifetime effect remains an area of active study.

Many observational and modeling studies have found a strong increase in fc with increasing τ, particularly at
τ< 0.3 [e.g., Myhre et al., 2007]. Yet some studies indicate a reduction in fc for shallow cumulus clouds, parti-
cularly in regions with absorbing aerosol and at τ> 0.2–0.3 [Koren et al., 2008; Ten Hoeve et al., 2012]. While
some studies attribute the increase in fc to aerosol microphysical effects, a portion of the positive τ-fc correla-
tion has been hypothesized to result from confounding factors including 3-D scattering of radiation off cloud
sides [Varnai and Marshak, 2009], aerosol humidification near clouds [Twohy et al., 2009], cloud contamination
of the aerosol retrieval and vice versa [Kaufman et al., 2005b], vertical overlap of aerosols and clouds
[Devasthale and Thomas, 2011], and meteorological covariation [Engstrom and Ekman, 2010; Grandey et al.,
2013; Mauger and Norris, 2007]. Observational satellite-based studies have attempted to account for these
confounding factors through a variety of methods, but it remains difficult to completely remove all of these
factors and target only physical aerosol-cloud effects using satellite-based sensors alone [Grandey et al., 2013;
Gryspeerdt et al., 2014; Jeong and Li, 2010; Koren et al., 2010; Loeb and Schuster, 2008].

Studies have employed ground-based Atmospheric Radiation Measurement (ARM) site measurements to
explore aerosol-cloud interactions [Jeong and Li, 2010; Li et al., 2011; Zhao et al., 2012; Yan et al., 2014]. Some
of these studies focused on a localized region, such as the Southern Great Plains (SGP) of the U.S. and the first
indirect effect rather than the cloud lifetime effect [Li et al., 2011; Zhao et al., 2012]. Niu and Li [2012] supported
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the findings of Li et al. [2011] over the tropics using an ensemble of satellite data. Jeong and Li [2010] used
ground-based SGP ARM data to study the cloud lifetime effect and found a positive relationship between cloud
fraction and aerosol optical thickness after accounting for confounding factors such as aerosol humidification
and cloud contamination of the aerosol retrieval and vice versa.

This study builds on previous studies by combining traditional satellite data sets from the Moderate
Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS) with a long-running, geographically distributed, and climati-
cally diverse ground-based data set never before used for this purpose from the U.S. Surface Radiation
Budget Network (SURFRAD) [Augustine et al., 2000] to analyze τ-fc relationships and their impact on surface
radiative forcing. The advantage of using ground station data is that collocated radiation, aerosol, meteoro-
logical, and cloud coverage measurements allow many of the aforementioned confounding factors to be
more effectively removed compared to satellite-based methods alone, thus better isolating the true physical
relationship between aerosols and cloud cover.

2. Methods

The National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) administers the SURFRAD network to support
climate research with accurate, continuous, long-term measurements of the surface radiation budget over
the United States. One minute averages of 1 s samples have been made since 1 January 2009, whereas
3min averages have been reported from 1995 through 2008. The network currently operates seven stations
in remote locations of the United States. The five SURFRAD stations used in this study are shown in Figure S1
in the supporting information. The station at Desert Rock, NV is not included due to infrequent cloud cover
and the station at Sioux Falls, SD is not included due to excessive missing fc data over the core study period.
This study encompasses the period from 2006 to 2011, except for Penn State, PA, which is restricted to 2006
to 2009 due to missing τ data after 2009.

For this analysis, τ, fc, and radiation data from the five SURFRAD stations are averaged over 1 h periods and
compared to collocated MODIS aerosol and cloud retrievals [Platnick et al., 2003; Remer et al., 2005].
SURFRAD stations have a higher temporal resolution than sun-synchronous satellites with periodic over-
passes, but a significantly smaller spatial resolution. Yet ground-based observations have unique benefits
over space-based sensors, such as the ability to detect diurnal cycles and to account for the transition zone
between cloud-contaminated and unobstructed observations by sampling before and after a cloud passes.
Since SURFRAD and MODIS require the sun to be unobstructed to observe τ, observations of overcast or
nearly overcast scenes are not included, restricting the analysis to clear, scattered, or broken skies.

Aerosol optical depth (τ) retrievals are made for SURFRAD sites using data from a visible MultiFilter Rotating
Shadowband Radiometer (MFRSR) [Harrison et al., 1994]. The MFRSR is a Sun photometer that infers the solar
beam intensity by computing the difference between successive global and diffuse measurements. τ is com-
puted at nominal wavelengths of 415, 500, 614, 670, and 870 nm using the Beer-Lambert equation and
accounting for Rayleigh scattering and ozone absorption [Augustine et al., 2008]. The Ångström exponent
(AE), calculated using the 500nm and 614nm channel pair, is used to estimate τ at 550 nm to match the
MODIS retrieval. The aerosol index, defined as the product of the τ and the AE, is sometimes used as a proxy
for cloud condensation nuclei. However, since the MODIS AE retrieval over land is often unreliable, we elect to
use τ as the proxy in this study [Levy et al., 2010]. Cloud screening is performed using the intersection of two
stability algorithms that test inhomogeneity in the τ time series [Augustine et al., 2008]. Good comparisons with
collocated high-quality AERONET sites validate the MFRSR retrieval and the hybrid cloud screening method.

Cloud cover data are retrieved at the SURFRAD stations using a Total Sky Imager (TSI) [Long et al., 2006]. The
TSI consists of a web camera suspended over a convex mirror. Images of the sky are collected and automa-
tically processed into 160° field of view (FOV) fc data at a 1min frequency. Studies have indicated good com-
parisons between TSI data and meteorological observers [Huo and Lu, 2012]. However, the results of
Kassianov et al. [2005] show that restricting the TSI image to the zenith ± 50° (100° FOV) best approximates
the nadir-projected fc of a satellite view by eliminating cloud overlap and cloud side-view errors in the outer
band of the full 160° FOV TSI image, which artificially increase fc. For broken cloud fields, the domain-
averaged nadir-projected cloud fraction estimated by a 100° FOV is roughly 10% less than from the 160°
FOV TSI image [Kassianov et al., 2005]. Since our study uses clear or broken cloud fields to observe aerosols
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and clouds together, SURFRAD 160°
FOV TSI-based mean cloud fractions
are reduced by 10% to better compare
to the nadir view cloud fractions
of MODIS.

MODIS Aqua Collection 5.1 Level 2 retrie-
vals over an approximate 30 km×30 km
footprint centered on each SURFRAD
station from 2008 and 2009 are used
as complete SURFRAD data were avail-
able for those years. The footprint
approximately matches the viewing area
of the SURFRAD TSI and ensures a large
enough sample size. MODIS Level 2,
5 km×5km fc is calculated for each
10 km×10 km τ pixel as in Ten Hoeve
et al. [2011].

Aerosol direct and indirect radiative
forcing (RF) are quantified for each
SURFRAD station. At SURFRAD stations,

downwelling (upwelling) solar and thermal infrared radiation are measured by an upward facing (downward
facing) pyranometer and pyrgeometer, respectively. The upward facing pyranometer’s global solar measure-
ment is considered secondary to the sum of the direct and diffuse solar measurements, which is a more accu-
rate representation of downwelling solar and is also available at SURFRAD stations. Net solar calculations
reported in SURFRAD data files are computed using the direct and diffuse measurements, when available,
for the downwelling solar component.

3. Results

Sun photometer measurements are sensitive to the transition zone near cloud edges. In addition to sensing
swelled aerosols near clouds, τ can be enhanced by 3-D effects near clouds because the MFRSR uses inferred
direct (computed as the difference between successive cosine-corrected global and diffuse measurements)
to determine τ. Side-scattered photons intercepting the MFRSR could disproportionally increase the diffuse
measurement, thus artificially enhancing τ. To correctly assess the effect of aerosol on fc, it is imperative that
near-cloud aerosol retrievals are removed to avoid spurious τ-fc correlations. Figure 1 shows τ for each station
as a function of time from a cloud-contaminated retrieval, as determined by the cloud screening algorithm.
Because the actual distance from the cloud depends on the wind speed, the time-to-cloudmeasurement serves
as a proxy for the distance away from the cloud, which is the actual variable of interest. Composite results for all
stations and all times in Figure 1 show that near a cloud, τ is elevated on average by 6–11% depending on the
location, due to near-cloud confounding effects, compared to periods greater than ~0.3 h from the cloudwhen τ
appears to be nearly constant. The magnitude of this fractional increase in τ near clouds is consistent with
previous studies [Altaratz et al., 2013; Bar-Or et al., 2012]. This suggests that aerosol humidification and/or
brightening may artificially increase MFRSR τ retrievals near clouds.

In Figure 2, hourly-averaged fc is binned by hourly averaged τ for each SURFRAD station and composited
across all stations for retrievals within 1.5 h of the ~1:30 P.M. overpass time of the Aqua satellite. To elucidate
the impact of near-cloud confounding effects, τ is averaged over 1 h periods using two approaches, first
using all values of τ (referred to as uncorrected) and then to remove near-cloud confounding effects in
the aerosol retrievals using only values of τ where the time-to-cloud measurement exceeds 0.3 h (referred
to as corrected). Since the TSI has been shown to misinterpret heavy aerosol for thin cloud, only opaque
clouds, as defined by the TSI algorithm are retained. The threshold between thin and opaque clouds is
determined for each TSI by comparing the red-to-blue ratio of the TSI camera in the processed image to
human observations.

Figure 1. τ at 550 nm binned by time to the nearest cloud for observations
over all years and all daytime hours for each SUFRAD station. τ is higher for
times under ~0.3 h, suggesting aerosol humidification or brightening may
artificially increase MFRSR τ retrievals near clouds.
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Figure 2 is restricted to τ< 0.3 since previous studies show microphysical aerosol-cloud effects saturate at
τ> 0.3 and heavy aerosol may be misinterpreted as cloud [Brennan et al., 2005; Small et al., 2011; Koren
et al., 2014]. Further, over 96% of SURFRAD τ observations occur at τ< 0.3 (Table S1); therefore, our analysis
already includes most τ observations. By comparing τ-fc data derived fromMODIS to the corrected and uncor-
rected SURFRAD data, the influence of near-cloud contamination on the satellite-derived second aerosol
indirect effect can be studied and the value of MODIS to these types of studies ascertained.

A positive τ-fc relationship is observed at all stations for both the uncorrected and corrected τ relationships.
For four of the five geographically distributed stations, MODIS τ-fc relationships match the uncorrected
SURFRAD τ-fc relationship better than the corrected τ-fc relationship, and in the majority of those stations,
the standard errors of uncorrected SURFRAD and MODIS relationships overlap at points, indicating no
significant difference between the uncorrected SURFRAD relationships and those of MODIS.

Figure 2f shows the all-station composite result. dfc/dτ of the corrected τ relationship is 58% of the uncor-
rected τ relationship (dfc/dτ of 0.35 versus 0.61), suggesting that near-cloud contamination accounts for
~40% of the dfc/dτ relationship. Further, the all-station MODIS result is nearly identical to the composite
SURFRAD uncorrected τ-fc relationship. The different dfc/dτ slopes between the corrected and uncorrected
relationships, and the similarity of the MODIS result to the uncorrected SURFRAD results, strongly suggest
that near-cloud contamination may be present to some extent in the MODIS observations, artificially enhan-
cing the effect of aerosols on cloud cover in MODIS-based studies. Further, the positive dfc/dτ slope of the
corrected τ result in Figure 2f indicates that confounding effects cannot explain the entire relationship and
that physical aerosol-cloud effects are likely to play a substantial role at low to moderate τ.

dfc/dτ of the corrected τ relationships varies by location, ranging between 0.21 for Fort Peck and 0.53 for
Goodwin Creek. While these differences may be influenced by numerous microphysical and dynamical factors,
aerosol composition has been hypothesized to play a substantial role. We use Level 3 OMAEROe aerosol absorp-
tion optical depth (AAOD) retrievals at 483.5nm from the Ozone Monitoring Instrument (OMI), averaged over
2006–2011 and over each SURFRAD station, as a proxy for aerosol composition [Torres et al., 2007]. We then
regress dfc/dτ against the AAOD retrievals. Results in Figure 2g indicate a prominent negative relationship

Figure 2. (a–e) Hourly-averaged fc binned by τ for the five SURFRAD stations and (f) data integrated over all stations, collocated in time and space with MODIS Aqua
retrievals. Results using all τ observations (blue line—uncorrected τ) and results using only τ observations where the time-to-cloud measurement is greater than 0.3 h
(dashed black line—corrected τ) discriminate between results with near-cloud contamination not removed and removed, respectively. Red lines show the relationships
derived from collocated MODIS Level 2 Aqua retrievals. For Figure 2f, the uncorrected τ relationship is based on a total of 6125 observations, the corrected τ relationship
is based on 4169 observations, and the MODIS Aqua relationship is based on 3003 observations. (g) dfc/dτ versus OMI-derived AAOD; point labels within refer to
SURFRAD stations corresponding to Figures 2a–2e).
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between AAOD and dfc/dτ, suggesting that the greater the aerosol absorption, the greater the tempering of
the aerosol indirect effect due to the offsetting semidirect effect. It is important to note that these
correlations do imply causation, and other factors may play a role. However, these findings do suggest that
aerosol composition may be one of the primary contributors to the variation in observed aerosol-cloud
indirect effects across SURFRAD locations.

The influence of meteorology on the relationships in Figure 2 cannot be ignored. Meteorological variables,
including surface wind speed (WSPD), relative humidity (RH), and sea level pressure (SLP), have been shown
to influence both τ and fc together, resulting in a τ-fc relationship dominated not by aerosol indirect effects
but instead by meteorological covariation [Engstrom and Ekman, 2010; Mauger and Norris, 2007]. However,
the fact that all of the geographically dispersed SURFRAD stations, with different meteorological regimes,
present similar τ-fc relationships suggests that meteorology is likely not the dominant driver of the relation-
ships in Figure 2. The use of a longmultiyear data set at each station further suppresses the impact of meteor-
ology on the observed relationships. Yet, to investigate the effect of meteorology on the results, we identify
possible meteorological variables that could influence the observed relationships using the methodology in
Koren et al. [2010] and assess their influence through data stratification.

We employ hourly-averaged meteorological measurements from SURFRAD stations to determine any corre-
lation with corrected hourly τ and fc. Figure S2 indicates that RH and SLP are positively and negatively corre-
lated, respectively, with both τ and fc, and thus could contribute to the positive τ-fc relationships in Figure 2.
Temperature (Temp) andWSPD are not correlated with τ and fc in the same direction for most stations, and so
these meteorological variables are unlikely to influence the positive τ-fc relationships. We account for the var-
iation of RH and SLP by slicing the SURFRAD retrievals into bins of similar meteorology. Figure S3 shows RH
and SLP binned by τ for multiple slices of RH and SLP for each SURFRAD station. RH and SLP do not greatly
vary with τ within each bin and therefore should not be a strong driver of the τ-fc relationships. Figure 3
shows fc binned by corrected τ for the same stratifications of RH and SLP in Figure S3. Figure 3 shows that
dfc/dτ is positive and of a similar slope to the corrected τ relationships in Figure 2 across all SURFRAD stations
and nearly all slices. We perform similar analyses with 850 hPa RH and lower tropospheric stability in Figure S4
and also find positive values of dfc/dτ across slices of these variables. While this analysis suggests that meteor-
ology does not significantly influence the τ-fc relationships, we cannot rule out other meteorological vari-
ables, not accounted for here, which may have a greater influence. Yet, these results are consistent with
other studies that indicatemeteorological covariation does not dominate observed τ-fc relationships and that
microphysical and macrophyiscal aerosol effects likely play a substantial role.

A benefit of collocated surface radiation budget and τ measurements at SURFRAD stations is the capability to
directly measure the impact of aerosol effects on the local surface radiative forcing. Figure S5 shows that
instantaneous net solar (IR) radiation consistently decreases (increases) with increasing corrected τ for
different slices of solar zenith angle (SZA) and for all stations. This result represents the total aerosol effect,
which includes both the direct effect and the first and second indirect effects.

Rows 1–7 of Table 1 show combined aerosol direct and indirect instantaneous radiative forcing (RF) of
solar, IR, and total (solar + IR) net radiation for τ between 0 and 0.3, averaged over all SURFRAD stations,
and for various slices of SZA. The RF is calculated by fitting a linear trend line to each τ-radiation relation-
ship and calculating the change between τ values of 0 and 0.3. Results indicate that solar and solar + IR RFs are
relatively similar across all SZAs, except for SZA< 25° where they aremore negative due to strong solar insolation
at high Sun, and for SZA> 75° where they are less negative, or slightly positive, due to the reduction in solar inso-
lation at low Sun, even considering the greater fraction of upscattered radiation at large SZAs [Nemesure et al.,
1995; Zhou, 2006]. Consistent with previous studies [e.g., Yan et al., 2014], IR RF is positive and similar across
all SZAs.

Rows 8–13 of Table 1 show aerosol RF averaged over SZAs between 15° and 85° by station and averaged over
all stations. Equations (3)–(6) in Yan et al. [2014] are used to average across SZAs. Results show that SURFRAD
stations with larger dfc/dτ slopes, such as Goodwin Creek, Boulder, and Bondville, exhibit larger solar and IR
aerosol RFs, whereas stations with smaller dfc/dτ slopes exhibit smaller solar and IR RFs, as expected. The net-
work composite daytime average solar and IR RFs are�52 and +33W/m2, respectively. Yet because solar and
IR RFs vary together, the total solar + IR RF is similar across all stations, with an average of �19W/m2. These
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daytime RF results are consistent with a satellite-based study over the pristine ocean and a ground-based
study over a limited area in the SGP [Koren et al., 2014; Yan et al., 2014].

Since the MFRSR cannot measure τ at night, it is impossible to directly calculate diurnally averaged aerosol RF
estimates. However, because IR RF is relatively constant across all SZAs during the daytime for each station,

Figure 3. Hourly-averaged fc binned by τ corrected for near-cloud contamination for different slices of (a–e) relative
humidity (RH) and (f–j) sea level pressure (SLP) for the five SUFRAD stations. In Figure 3g, slices for Boulder, CO are
30 hPa less than the other stations.
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diurnally averaged IR RF may be estimated by assuming that the daytime average applies at night. Using zero
solar RF at night and our measured values during the daytime, the diurnally averaged network composite
total aerosol RF (solar + IR) is +16W/m2, suggesting that overall, aerosol direct and indirect effects result in
net warming at the surface. These results indicate that combined aerosol direct and indirect effects have a
substantial impact on the local energy balance at these five SURFRAD stations.

4. Conclusions

This study employs the long-running and geographically dispersed ground-based SURFRAD data set to
study aerosol effects on cloud cover and surface radiative forcing over the rural United States. Aerosol
retrievals near clouds are removed to minimize confounding factors such as 3-D scattering effects and
aerosol humidification and to compare relationships between cloud fraction (fc) and aerosol optical depth
(τ) to similar relationships retrieved from MODIS. For most stations, MODIS τ-fc relationships match the
uncorrected SURFRAD τ-fc relationships where near-cloud contamination is not removed, suggesting con-
founding factors affect the satellite-derived relationships. Yet even when near-cloud contamination is
removed from the SURFRAD data, we still find that fc increases with increasing τ, suggesting that a physical
response of cloud fraction to increasing aerosol loading occurs. Specifically, we find that near-cloud
contamination accounts for roughly 40% of the uncorrected satellite-derived dfc/dτ relationship, which
is consistent with a previous study that estimated the contamination using satellite observations alone
[Gryspeerdt et al., 2014]. These results are also consistent with Jeong and Li [2010] over the SGP where a min-
ority of the observed τ-fc relationship was attributed to confounding factors such as aerosol humidification.
Our study also suggests that differences in dfc/dτ across SURFRAD stations may be attributed to differences
in aerosol composition.

The effect of meteorological covariation on τ-fc relationships is also investigated. Surface air temperature,
wind speed, atmospheric pressure, surface and 850 hPa relative humidity, and lower tropospheric stability
do not appreciably influence τ-fc relationships; however, we cannot rule out other meteorological parameters
we have not tested.

Utilizing SURFRAD radiationmeasurements, we find that the net RF due to combined direct and indirect aero-
sol effects, averaged over all stations and daytime SZAs, is �52W/m2 and +33W/m2 for solar and IR, respec-
tively, resulting in a net total daytime solar + IR RF of �19W/m2. However, averaged diurnally, the net total
solar + IR RF is +16W/m2. Our results indicate that aerosols have a substantial impact on the surface energy
balance and that before making assessments of aerosol-cloud interactions it is critical that τ measurements
be corrected for near-cloud contamination.

Table 1. Rows 1–7: Net Solar, Net IR, and Net Total (Solar + IR) Aerosol Radiative Forcing (RF) (W/m2) Including Direct and
Indirect Aerosol Effects, for τ Between 0 and 0.3 Corrected for Near-Cloud Contamination, Averaged Over All SUFRAD
Stations, and for Various Bins of SZA; Rows 8–13: Daytime Aerosol RF (W/m2) Averaged Over SZAs Between 15° and 85°
for Each SUFRAD Station and Averaged Over All Stations

Row # Solar Zenith Angle
Net Solar Radiative
Forcing (W/m2)

Net IR Radiative
Forcing (W/m2)

Net Total Solar + IR Radiative
Forcing (W/m2)

1 15°–25° �74 +42 �32
2 25°–35° �62 +42 �20
3 35°–45° �45 +37 �9
4 45°–55° �62 +34 �28
5 55°–65° �55 +30 �25
6 65°–75° �58 +29 �28
7 75°–85° �18 +22 +5
8 Bondville, IL �51 +36 �15
9 Boulder, CO �51 +20 �31
10 Fort Peck, MT �32 +5 �27
11 Goodwin Creek, MS �84 +68 �16
12 Penn State, PA �44 +37 �7
13 All Station Daytime

Average
�52 +33 �19
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